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A rapid spike in interest rates to start 2021 has prompted many investors to rethink their approach to core fixed income.
Today, US fiscal policy seems to be tilting toward big spending. The possibility of inflation - and further rate increases looms large. Meanwhile, many investors may not realize how much interest rate risk they’re taking. Core bonds’
vulnerability to rising rates has steadily risen since the 2008 financial crisis; these assets now face greater interest rate risk
than they have in a generation.
The chart below illustrates the point. As a refresher: Duration is a measure of a bond’s sensitivity to interest rates. If a
bond has a duration of 5 years, for example, then a 1% increase in interest rates will prompt a 5% decline in the bond’s
price, all else equal. A higher duration means more interest rate risk.
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With a duration of 6.5 in 2021, the Barclays US Aggregate Index is expected to drop 6.5% for every 1% increase in
interest rates. Core bonds have 20% more interest rate sensitivity than the historical average over the past four decades,
and the measure is at a multidecade high.
Investors have long used a simple and effective strategy to combat interest rate risk: a long-term mindset. If you hold a
conforming bond until maturity, its price fluctuations don’t matter. Plus, when coupon rates are high, a bond’s cash flows
can help offset occasional price fluctuations. But when coupon rates are low, as they are today (even after the interest rate
spike of Q1 2021), investors begin to feel less compensated for price fluctuations, and it can get harder to focus on the
long term.
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Advisors should be aware of two issues when considering clients’ core fixed income holdings.
1. Core bonds are significantly more sensitive to further rises in interest rates than they’ve been historically.
2. Low interest rates may not make up for price declines within core bond holdings the way they once did.
Investors who were uncomfortable with price action in their bond portfolios earlier this year may need to prepare for
additional discomfort should interest rates rise further.
Meanwhile, advisors may need to look for creative solutions to a low-rate environment where even traditionally stable
fixed income assets may be a bit riskier than investors are used to. We believe investors should still hold bonds despite
their shortcomings; we’re skeptical of wild you-only-live-once bets on stocks. But systematic diversifier strategies
(especially trend following strategies in high yield credit) have potential to mitigate interest rate risk within bond
allocations while seeking to support portfolios during falling-rate, recessionary environments. As traditional asset classes
show increasing potential to challenge investors’ patience and emotions, it becomes more important to consider strategies
designed to help them weather fluctuating market conditions.
Important Risk Information
Investments cannot be made in an index. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that any investment will achieve its objectives,
generate positive returns, or avoid losses. The Adviser’s reliance on its strategy and judgments about the attractiveness,
value and potential appreciation of particular securities and the tactical allocation among investments may prove to be
incorrect and may not produce the desired results. No level of diversification can ensure profits or guarantee against loss.
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the funds
managed by Counterpoint Mutual Funds. This and other important information about the funds are
available in their prospectuses, which can be obtained at counterpointmutualfunds.com or by
calling 844-273-8637. The prospectuses should be read carefully before investing. The Counterpoint
Mutual Funds fund family is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member FINRA/SIPC.
Counterpoint Mutual Funds, LLC is not affiliated with Northern Lights Distributors, LLC member
FINRA/SIPC.
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